INSTITUTE FOR THE RADICAL
IMAGINATION
Saturday Critical Thought Seminars beginning
March 23rd, 2019 @ The People’s Forum
320 W 37 Street, NYC

Berlin Wall, 1989

What does it Mean to be Left? with Stanley Aronowitz
An eight week course - $15 per session or $100 for all eight sessions. (12:00 – 2:00pm)

Until the 1960’s, the Left in the US was primarily defined by the government and the public imagination as the Communist Party USA.
The collapse of the Communist Left, which was sealed by the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 has left an enormous vacuum as to what
the Left really was and its lasting contributions to the radical imagination both politically and culturally. Today it must be examined what
ideas are at stake in groups claiming to be Left; namely, the militant left wing of the Democratic party, small groups claiming to be revolutionary, ecological movements that tend towards a socialist agenda, another emergent feminism among many others. This course will
discuss what it means to be Left, both in the past and in the present and will posit some thoughts for a new left formation adequate to
the demands of the contemporary world.

Sigmund Freud

Freud and Philosophy: Overcoming the Self and its aporias with Michael Pelias
A eight week course — $15 per session or $100 for all eight sessions. (2:15 – 4:15pm)

This seminar will address the very ambivalent and volatile relationship between psychoanalysis and philosophical discourse. The ongoing tension between the epistemological grounding of psychoanalysis and the inexact art and “science” of interpretation needs a reexamination. Given the dominance of Behavioral and cognitive psychology and the relegation of Psychoanalysis to an upper class luxury
with very little impact on everyday life, thinking on the Left must reevaluate the contemporary context of psychopathology in light of the
its all too forgotten transformative potential.

Installation view, “Richard Serra Early Work,” David Zwirner, New York.

The Age of Anxiety Co-taught by Peter Bratsis and Michael Pelias
A six week course — $15 per session or $75 for all six sessions. (Begins March 30th, 2019 @ 4:30 – 6:30pm)

We live in an age of ever increasing anxiety and uncertainty. The communal bonds, ideological certainties, political assumptions, and even
climatic patterns that once provided structure and predictability are quickly vanishing. Within this emerging vortex, individuals attempt to
cling to the little that still seems to be under their control, their individuality: their identities and lifestyle choices. Concurrently, the possibility of success also becomes tied to their individuality, each individual is investor and investment, a brand to be developed, marketed, and
exploited. All risks, successes, and failures, lay completely on the shoulders of the individual.
For more information visit: https://radicalimagination.institute or email: info@radicalimagination.institute

